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Repository  GB 101 Institute of Commonwealth Studies     
Reference code  RF/3    
Dates of creation of material  [1944-1991]      
Level of description  SubCollection      
Extent   1 box     
  
Scope and content 
Includes some of First's correspondence and working papers, and secondary material 
created after First's death.     
 
Physical description 
Paper, mostly printed but some files contain handwritten material.
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RF/3/1  The Liberation Struggle in South Africa  13 Oct 1977 
  Transcript of a talk given by First at the 'Hearing on South Africa', 
organised by the Norwegian Council for Southern Africa. Includes a 




RF/3/2  Bibliography of works by and about Ruth First  [1990] 
  Compiled by Alice Bernstein.  8 pages 
 
RF/3/3  Don Pinnock research material  [1944-1986] 
  Includes photocopy of list of materials related to First held at 
Rhodes University, photocopies of some documents, such as 
correspondence between First and the SAIRR (South African 
Institute of Race Relations) (1944), with the University of the 
Witwatersrand (1959-1964) and with Miriam Hepner (1972-1973), 





RF/3/4  Ruth First Memorial Lecture poster  18 Jun 1986 
  Lecture by Gavin Williams at the University of Durham and 
entitled: 'South Africa: the Origins of the Present Crisis'. 
1 sheet 
 
RF/3/5  Letter from the Charter Theatre Company to Gavin Williams  1986 
  An invitation to a performance of 117 Days at Stroud Green 
Community Centre, London. 
1 page 
 
RF/3/6  Photocopies of correspondence with Jeanne Penvenne  1978-1982 
  Includes letters to and from First. Penvenne was based at the African 




RF/3/7  A World Apart  1987-1988 
  A film based on the First-Slovo family, written by Shawn Slovo.  2 items 
 
 
RF/3/7/1  Third draft of the script  17 Feb 1987 
  Written by Shawn Slovo.  100 pages 
 
RF/3/7/2  Programme from the European Charity Premiere  24 Aug 1988 





RF/3/8  Ruth First Memorial Trust  1982-1991 
    75 pages 
 
 
RF/3/8/1  Mission statement  [1982] 
  Describes the aims and activities of the memorial fund.  1 page 
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RF/3/8/2  Joe Slovo's grant of power of attorney to Gillian Slovo  20 May 1983 
  Signed by Joe Slovo as he required Gillian Slovo to act on his behalf 
whilst out of the United Kingdom. 
 
1 page 
RF/3/8/3  Meetings of the trustees  Dec 1982-Apr 1991 
  Includes selected minutes and agendas.  33 pages 
 
RF/3/8/4  Correspondence  1982-1991 
  Principally requests to the trust for financial assistance and 
accompanying research proposals. 
30 pages 
 
RF/3/8/5  Accounts  1987-1990 
  Includes figures for the years ending 30 Apr 1987 and 30 Apr 1988, 
and the state of the trust accounts at 6 Jun 1990. 
3 pages 
 
RF/3/8/6  Handwritten notes  [1982] 












RF/3/9  Correspondence  [1981-1987, bulk 1981-1982] 
  Principally letters between Harvester Press and First, Gavin 
Williams and Ros de Lanerolle, concerning First's book Black Gold. 
Also includes some personal correspondence sent to de Lanerolle. 
44 items 
 
RF/3/10  'A Woman's Place...is in the Revolution': Ruth First Memorial 
Lecture  
1987 
  Delivered by Ros de Lanerolle at the University of Durham. 
Typescript draft including handwritten sections and alterations. 
Possibly incomplete or containing sections from different drafts. 
Also includes a letter from Diana Collecott concerning practical 
arrangements for the lecture and a publicity leaflet. 
25 pages 
 
RF/3/11  Tributes to First   Aug 1982 




RF/3/12  Speech on South African Women's Day  [1982?] 
  Part of an address given by First.  6 pages 
 
RF/3/13  Programme for the second Ruth First Memorial Concert  16 Feb 1985 
  Organised by the Ruth First Memorial Trust and held at St.James' 
Church, Piccadilly. Featuring the 'Young Musicians for Ruth' 
Orchestra, mostly drawn from London colleges of music. 
2 pages 
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RF/3/14  Ruth First Scholarship Appeal: Who was Ruth First?  [c.1986] 
  Publicity leaflet produced by the University of Durham and 
including a short biography of First and a description of the fund. 
2 pages 
 
RF/3/15  Spare Rib, issue 123  Oct 1982 
    55 pages 
 
 
RF/3/16  Black Gold: the Mozambican Miner, Proletarian and Peasant  1981-1982 
  Background material for the above book.  20 items 
 
 
RF/3/16/1  Photographs  1982 
  Includes Mozambican miners, a public meeting, a school classroom 
and a mine compound on the Witwatersrand. 
18 items 
 
RF/3/16/2  Invoice for one black and white photograph  24 Apr 1981 




RF/3/16/3  Notes  [1982] 
  Includes unidentified handwritten comments on the book, some 






RF/3/17  'Some key concepts of the South African struggle': Ruth First 
Memorial Lecture 
24 Aug 1984 
  Given by Joe Slovo at the University Eduardo Mondlane, Maputo. 
Organised by AMASP (Associacao dos Municipios da Micro-regiao 
do Alto Sapucai), and the ANC. 
10 pages 
 
RF/3/18  Ruth First - a Socialist and a Scholar  [c.1982] 
  Incomplete draft by an unidentified author.  26 pages 
 
RF/3/19  Review of the reissue of 117 Days  [1982] 
  Written by Ros de Lanerolle.  2 pages 
 
RF/3/20  Bibliographies  [1982-1983] 
  Preliminary lists compiled by Gavin Williams, including details of 




RF/3/21  Interview with Gillian Slovo  [1989] 




RF/3/22  Draft speech notes  [20 Jan 1987?] 
  Author unknown.  5 pages 
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RF/4 




Repository  GB 101 Institute of Commonwealth Studies     
Reference code  RF/4    
Dates of creation of material  [1889-1987]      
Level of description  SubCollection      
Extent   3 boxes     
    
Scope and content 
Mostly printed pamphlets, reports and journals.     
 
Physical description 
Predominantly volumes, plus eight cassettes.
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RF/4/1  Pamphlets 1  1944-1981 
    1 box 
 
 
RF/4/1/1  Namibia  1958-1973 
    6 items 
 
 
RF/4/1/1/1  South West Africa: the UN's Stepchild  [c.1958] 
  Published by the American Committee on Africa, with a foreword 
by Martin Luther King jr. 
27 pages 
 
RF/4/1/1/2  New Light on South West Africa: Some Extracts from and 
Comments on the Odendaal Report 
1964 
  Written by Gordon Lawrie and reprinted from African Studies, 
Vol.23 Nos.3-4. Published by the Witwatersrand University Press. 
15 pages 
 
RF/4/1/1/3  The Namibian Documentation  [c.1970] 




RF/4/1/1/4  South West Africa (Namibia): Proposals for Action  Aug 1970 
  Edited by Richard Hall and published by the Africa Bureau.  48 pages 
 
RF/4/1/1/5  Namibia: US Corporate Involvement  Mar 1972 




RF/4/1/1/6  A Dwelling Place of Our Own: the Story of the Namibian Nation  1973 
  Written by Randolph Vigne. Published by the International Defence 






RF/4/1/2  South Africa  1944-1981 
    25 items 
 
 
RF/4/1/2/1  All Union Politics are Native Affairs  1944 
  Written by Margaret Ballinger, a South African MP, for the South 
African Affairs Pamphlets series. 
41 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/2  Blueprint for Blackout  [1948] 
  Issued by the Education League. A commentary on the Education 
Policy of the Institute for Christian National Education (ICNO), also 
including an abridged English translation from Afrikaans of the 
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RF/4/1/2/3  Educating for Ignorance  [1955] 




RF/4/1/2/4  The Farm Labour Scandal  [1959] 
  Photocopy of an article written by First for a New Age pamphlet.  24 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/5  The Gold of Migrant Labour  [1960] 




RF/4/1/2/6  The South African Coloured People's Congress  [1960] 
  Information pamphlet published by the SACPC in London.  12 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/7  Report on South Africa  11 May 1960 
  An address given by the Bishop of Johannesburg, Dr. Ambrose 




RF/4/1/2/8  The Road to Oslo...and Beyond!  1962 
  Commemorates the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Chief Albert 
Luthuli in 1961. Published by the African National Congress. 
20 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/9  What Can I Do? A Guide to Action Against Apartheid  [1962] 
  Brochure published by the African National Congress with the 
cooperation of the World Assembly of Youth. 
43 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/10  The Truth About South Africa  Dec 1962 
  Written by S.Abdul and published by the International Union of 
Socialist Youth and Movement for Colonial Freedom, with a 
foreword by Fenner Brockway. 
20 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/11  The Collaborators  Nov 1963 
  Written by Rosalynde Ainslie and Dorothy Robinson and published 
by the Anti-Apartheid Movement. Discusses the investment in South 
Africa of firms from Britain and other countries. 
31 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/12  Apartheid, Who Is For It?, Who Is Against It?  [1964] 




RF/4/1/2/13  Tyranny 90  May 1964 
  Discusses the 90-Day detention legislation. Published by the 90-Day 
Protest Committee, a non party political South African organisation. 
14 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/14  The Purge of the Eastern Cape  [1965] 
  Sub-titled 'a factual report from South Africa'. Published by the 
South African Defence and Aid Fund, which was declared unlawful 
as the book was being printed. 
20 pages 
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RF/4/1/2/15  Bram Fischer QC  [1965] 
  A Christian Action pamphlet describing his life.  4 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/16  This is Apartheid  1965 
  2nd edition of a Christian Action pamphlet by Leslie and Neville 
Rubin, with forewords by Chief Albert Lutuli and Alan Paton. 
 
16 pages 
RF/4/1/2/17  Memorandum on the Application of the Pass Laws and Influx 
Control 
1966 
  Compiled by the Black Sash and published in Johannesburg.  32 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/18  What I Did Was Right...  28 Mar 1966 




RF/4/1/2/19  Work, Wages and Apartheid  Sep 1970 
  Paper written by First for the United Nations Unit on Apartheid, 
Department of Political and Security Council Affairs. 
12 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/20  Bantustans in South Africa  Dec 1970 
  Paper written by First for the United Nations Unit on Apartheid, 
Department of Political and Security Council Affairs. 
23 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/21  Masters and Serfs: Farm Labour in South Africa  1973 




RF/4/1/2/22  Are We Marching to Pretoria?  1 Jun 1978 
  Copy of an article written by Daniel Schechter, whilst on leave as 
the news director of WBCN, Boston. 
9 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/23  La Filiere Sud-Africaine, L'Investissement International Dans 
L'Apartheid 
Jan-Mar 1979 




RF/4/1/2/24  Regimi Coloniali Dell'Africa Australe  1979 
  Article by First taken from 'Estratto da il Mondo Contemporaneo 
vol.IV: Storia Dell'Africa e del Vicino Oriente'.  
31 pages 
 
RF/4/1/2/25  Migrant Labour to South Africa: a Sanctions Programme?  1981 
  Photocopy of a reprint of an article written by First and Robert 
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RF/4/1/3  South African legislation  1957-1959 
    2 items 
 
 
RF/4/1/3/1  Separate University Education Bill  1957 
  Includes handwritten additions describing the implications of the 
proposed law.  
33 pages 
 
RF/4/1/3/2  Act to Amend the Magistrates' Court Act, 1944 and the Criminal 







RF/4/1/4  South African Government Gazettes  1962-1965 
    2 items 
 
 
RF/4/1/4/1  Vol 6, No.377  16 Nov 1962 
  Includes a list of those persons banned under the Suppression of 
Communism Act 1950.  
32 pages 
 
RF/4/1/4/2  Vol.18, No.1326  31 Dec 1965 







RF/4/1/5  X-Ray: on Current Affairs in Southern Africa  Aug 1970-Apr 1978 
  Various issues of the above periodical, published in London by the 
Africa Bureau and a card outlining which issues are included. 
63 items 
 
RF/4/1/6  Politics in Sierra Leone  1967 
  Article by Jitendra Mohan reprinted from the Economic Bulletin of 
Ghana Vol.XI, No.2. 
9 pages 
 
RF/4/1/7  A Whig Interpretation of African Nationalism  1968 
  Article by Jitendra Mohan, printed in the Journal of Modern African 
Studies, Vol.6, No.3. 
21 pages 
 
RF/4/1/8  Report of the Forster Commission of Inquiry on Assets of Ex-
Ministers and Ex-Deputy Ministers 
1968 
  Published by the National Reformation Council, Sierra Leone.  68 pages 
 
RF/4/1/9  The Savage Awakening  [1969] 
  Report by Tony Clifton and photographer Donald McCullin on the 
effect of Western civilisation on the native population of New 
Guinea, taken from an unidentified newspaper supplement. 
22 pages 
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RF/4/1/10  Political and Social Problems of Development  [1970] 
  Article by First printed in Africa Contemporary Record (?).  7 pages 
 
RF/4/1/11  South West Africa: Recent History  1971 
  Article by First reprinted from Africa South of the Sahara. Also 
appeared in Africa Contemporary Record (?). 
5 pages 
 
RF/4/1/12  End the Alliance Campaign newsletter  [c.1973] 
  Campaign organised by the Committee for Freedom in 
Mozambique, Angola and Guinea. 
7 pages 
 
RF/4/1/13  Guerrilheiro, issue no.15  Apr-May 1973 




RF/4/1/14  The Cabora Bassa Dam  [c.1970] 
  Africa Bureau Fact Sheet No.1.   1 sheet 
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RF/4/2  Pamphlets 2  1960-1965 
    0.25 boxes 
 
 
RF/4/2/1  Cyprus  Jul 1960 
  Printed volume of documents presented to Parliament by the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies et al in preparation for the 




RF/4/2/2  Caribbean and North Atlantic Territories: the British Guiana 
(Constitution) Order in Council, 1961 
26 Jun 1961 
  Statutory Instrument 1961 No.1188.  66 pages 
 
RF/4/2/3  East Africa: the Uganda (Independence) Order in Council, 1962  Oct 1962 
  Statutory Instrument 1962 No.2175.  143 pages 
 
RF/4/2/4  Aden: the Aden (Constitution) Order in Council, 1962  Oct 1962 
  Statutory Instrument 1962 No.2177.  44 pages 
 
RF/4/2/5  Malta (Constitution) (Modification) Order in Council, 1963  26 Jun 1963 
    1 page 
 
RF/4/2/6  Swaziland Constitution  May 1963 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
8 pages 
 
RF/4/2/7  Zanzibar Independence Conference  Oct 1963 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
10 pages 
 
RF/4/2/8  British Guiana Conference  Nov 1963 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
10 pages 
 
RF/4/2/9  Basutoland Constitutional Conference  May 1964 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
16 pages 
 
RF/4/2/10  Bechuanaland Constitutional Proposals  Jun 1964 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
14 pages 
 
RF/4/2/11  Caribbean and North Atlantic Territories: the British Guiana 
(Constitution) Order, 1964 
23 Jun 1964 
  Statutory Instrument 1964 No.921.  14 pages 
 
RF/4/2/12  Malta Independence Constitution  Jul 1964 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
55 pages 
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RF/4/2/13  Aden: the Aden (Constitution) (Amendment) Order, 1964  Sep 1964 
  Statutory Instrument 1964 No.1394.  1 sheet 
 
RF/4/2/14  Caribbean and North Atlantic Territories: the British Guiana 
(Constitution) (No.2) Order, 1964 
Dec 1964 
  Statutory Instrument 1964 No.1970.  4 pages 
 
RF/4/2/15  Caribbean and North Atlantic Territories: the British Guiana 
(Constitution) (No.3) Order, 1964 
22 Dec 1964 
  Statutory Instrument 1964 No.2040.  1 page 
 
RF/4/2/16  Africa: the Gambia Independence Order, 1965  Jan-Feb 1965 
  Statutory Instrument 1965 No.135.  80 pages 
 
RF/4/2/17  Gibraltar, Recent Differences with Spain  Apr 1965 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 




RF/4/2/18  Fiji Constitutional Conference, 1965  Oct 1965 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
18 pages 
 
RF/4/2/19  Mauritius Constitutional Conference, 1965  Oct 1965 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
31 pages 
 
RF/4/2/20  Report of the British Guiana Independence Conference, 1965  Dec 1965 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
20 pages 
 
RF/4/2/21  Constitutional Proposals for Antigua, St.Kitts/Nevis/Anguilla, 
Dominica, St.Lucia, St.Vincent, Grenada 
Dec 1965 
  Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Colonies by 
Command of Her Majesty. 
23 pages 
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RF/4/3  Reprints and Government Publications  1957-1986 
    0.5 boxes 
 
 
RF/4/3/1  Learn and Teach  1983-1986 





RF/4/3/1/1  Magazines  1983-1986 
  Issues for 1983, nos.1,3,4,6; 1984, nos.1,2,3,5; 1986, no.2.  9 items 
 
RF/4/3/1/2  Annual Report  1982 
    23 pages 
 
RF/4/3/1/3  Interim reports  1983-1985 
    3 items 
 
RF/4/3/1/4  Newsletters  [1983] 
  Not in English.  2 items 
 
RF/4/3/1/5  Easy English course  [c.1983] 





RF/4/3/2  Open University course: Great Britain 1750-1950  1974 
    4 items 
 
 
RF/4/3/2/1  Popular Politics 1750-1870  1974 
  Sources and Historiography, Block II, Units 3-6.  40 pages 
 
RF/4/3/2/2  Poverty and Social Policy 1750-1870  1974 
  Sources and Historiography, Block IV, Units 12-16.  35 pages 
 
RF/4/3/2/3  Poverty and Social Policy 1870-1950  1974 
  Sources and Historiography, Block V, Units 17-20.  23 pages 
 
RF/4/3/2/4  Popular Politics 1750-1870  1974 
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RF/4/3/3  ISS 25th Anniversary Conference  16-20 Dec 1977 
    3 items 
 
 
RF/4/3/3/1  The Role of State Capitalism in Predominantly Agrarian 
Economies 
16-20 Dec 1977 




RF/4/3/3/2  Increasing Obstacles to the Solution of the Food Problem in the 
Third World 
16-20 Dec 1977 
  Paper by David Baytelman presented to 'Group B: Perspectives 
and Strategies for the Rural Poor'. 
30 pages 
 
RF/4/3/3/3  Structural Aspects of Third World Trade: Some Trades and 
Some Prospects 
16-20 Dec 1977 
  Paper by G.K.Helleiner presented to 'Group D: Restructuring 






RF/4/3/4  Report of the Commission of Enquiry in Regard to Undesirable Publications  1957 
  Commission was appointed by the South African Government.  285 pages 
 
RF/4/3/5  Institute of African Studies Annual Reports  1971-1972, 1972-1973 
    2 items 
 
RF/4/3/6  Denmark's Stake in Apartheid & Co  Feb 1975 
  Published in Aarhus, Denmark, by the Danish Programme to 
Combat Racism in cooperation with the World Council of Churches 
Programme to Combat Racism. 
80 pages  
 
RF/4/3/7  Issue: a Quarterly Journal of Opinion, Vol.VI, No.1  Spring 1976 
  Published by the African Studies Association.  63 pages 
 
RF/4/3/8  The State in the Third World  12-14 Nov 1976 
  Report on a Nordic seminar held in Uppsala and prepared by the 
'Working Group for studies of development strategies' (AKUT). 
40 pages 
 
RF/4/3/9  The Nuclear Axis (Secret collaboration between West Germany 
and South Africa) 
12-13 Oct 1977 
  Paper by Zdenek Cervenka and Barbara Rogers written for a 'South 
Africa Hearing' held in Oslo and organised by the Norwegian 
Council for Southern Africa. 
18 pages 
 
RF/4/3/10  The Plight of Workers in Tanzania Sisal Plantation Employment  21-25 Nov 1977 
  Paper by S.Ndawula-Kajumba presented at an international seminar 
on 'migration and rural development in tropical Africa' held in 
Leiden. 
58 pages 
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RF/4/3/11  The Sun Shall Rise for the Workers: the Story of Mandlenkosi Makhoba  1984 
  Published by Ravan Press Ltd., in association with the Federation of 
South African Trade Unions (FOSATU). 
38 pages 
 
RF/4/3/12  Asinamali: Organising in the 1950s  Mar 1985 
  Booklet published by the Labour History Group to commemorate 
the 30th anniversary of the foundation of SACTU. 
56 pages 
 
RF/4/3/13  Work in Progress, Issue 39  Oct 1985 
  Magazine published by the ANC.  54 pages 
 
RF/4/3/14  Ilizwi Labafundi Abadala  [c.1982] 
  Unidentified newsletter describing the experience of black 
inhabitants of Crossroads. 
9 pages 
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RF/4/4  Tapes of interviews  Mar 1987-May 1987 
  Recorded by Annica van Gylswyk.  8 tapes 
 
 
RF/4/4/1  Gavin Williams  30 Mar 1987 
    2 tapes 
 
RF/4/4/2  Ann Marie Wolpe  29 Apr 1987 
    1 tape 
 
RF/4/4/3  Diana Collecott  3 May 1987 
    1 tape 
 
RF/4/4/4  Huw Beynon  4 May 1987 
    1 tape 
 
RF/4/4/5  Ronald Segal  12 May 1987 
    2 tapes 
 
RF/4/4/6  Harold Wolpe  18 May 1987 
    1 tape 
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RF/4/5  Letters of Olive Schreiner  1889-[c.1919] [copied c.1930] 
  Copied out by hand by Ruth Alexander from the originals.  2 volumes 
 
 
RF/4/5/1  Volume 1  1889-[c.1919] [copied c.1930] 
    1 volume, 148 pages approx. used 
 
RF/4/5/2  Volume 2  1892-1912 [copied c.1930] 
    1 volume, 18 pages approx. used 
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RF/5 
    
Material deposited by Alice Bernstein 
 
 
Repository  GB 101 Institute of Commonwealth Studies     
Reference code  RF/5    
Dates of creation of material  1957-1991      
Level of description  SubCollection      
Extent   1 box     
 
Scope and content 
Mostly printed material collected after First's death.
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RF/5/1  First's death  [1982-1983, bulk Aug 1982] 
  Photocopies of newspaper articles, including reports of the 
assassination, obituaries, tributes and analysis. 
85 pages 
 
RF/5/2  Book reviews  1965-1987 
  Photocopies of newspaper and magazine articles, reviewing First's 
books: 117 Days, The Barrel of a Gun, and Olive Schreiner. 
29 pages 
 
RF/5/3  Biographical information  1961-1982 
  Photocopies of extracts from books giving details of First's life, 
career and publications. 
7 pages 
 
RF/5/4  Articles by First  1957-1973 
  Photocopies of four pieces entitled 'The Bus Boycott' (1957), 'Bethal 
Case-Book' (1958), 'The Great Namibia Strike' (1972), and 'The 
Oppenheimer Empire' (1973) together with a copy of the foreword 




RF/5/5  References to First  1964-1990 
  Photocopies of extracts from books where First is mentioned.  18 pages 
 
RF/5/6  A World Apart  1988-1989 
  Photocopies of extracts from books and  magazines relating to the 




RF/5/7  Joe Slovo  1985-1989 








  Includes a description of the discussions and a scope paper prepared 
for the American delegation. 
16 pages 
 
RF/5/9  Case of Auret Dennis van Heerden v Arthur Benoni Cronwright 
and nine others 
13 Dec 1983 
  Includes a full description of van Heerden's claims and a summary 
of the findings of a psychiatric examination he underwent. 
99 pages 
 
RF/5/10  Letter to Alice Bernstein from Horst Kleinschmidt, Director of the 
International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa  
29 Jan 1991 
  In response to a request by Bernstein for information on First's 
writings. 
1 sheet  
 
RF/5/11  South African Allied Workers Unions  [c.1983] 
  Includes a general introductory leaflet and details of an 'industrial 
health and safety project' and a 'research project'. 
13 pages 




    
Don Pinnock interview transcripts 
 
 
Repository  GB 101 Institute of Commonwealth Studies     
Reference code  RF/6    
Dates of creation of material  [1987-1993, predominantly 1993]       
Level of description  SubCollection      
Extent   21 items     
 
Scope and content 
Printed copies of interviews with prominent South African figures carried out 
by Pinnock whilst working at Grahamstown University. Also included is a 
transcript of Annica van Gylswyk's interview with Gavin Williams (RF/4/4/1). 
 
System of arrangement 
Arranged alphabetically by interviewee. Where two people were interviewed 
simultaneously the item is ordered by the first named. 
 
Access conditions 
The written permission of the interviewee as well as the Chairman of the Ruth 
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RF/6/1  Rowley Arenstein  [1993] 
    30 pages  
 
RF/6/2  Mary Benson  [1993] 
    50 pages  
 
RF/6/3  Myrtle Berman  [1993] 
    48 pages 
 
RF/6/4  Piet Beyleveld  [1993] 
    48 pages  
 
RF/6/5  Brian Bunting  [1993] 
    50 pages 
 
RF/6/6  Yusuf and Amina Cachalia  [1993] 
    64 pages  
 
RF/6/7  Fred Carneson  [1993] 
    45 pages 
 
RF/6/8  Ronald First  [1993] 
    6 pages 
 
RF/6/9  Sadie Forman  [1993] 
    36 pages  
 
RF/6/10  Issie and Anne Heymann  [1993] 
    28 pages 
 
RF/6/11  Rica Hodgson  [1993] 
    68 pages 
 
RF/6/12  Helen Joseph  [1993] 
    24 pages 
 
RF/6/13  Wolfie Kodesh  [1993] 
    60 pages  
 
RF/6/14  Hilary Kuny and Luli Callinicos  [1993] 
    35 pages 
 
RF/6/15  Len Lee-Warden  [1993] 
    45 pages  
 
RF/6/16  Govan Mbeki  [1993] 
    5 pages 
 
RF/6/17  Ismael Meer  [1993] 
    48 pages  
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RF/6/18  Barney Simon  [1993] 
    22 pages 
 
RF/6/19  Joe Slovo  [1993] 
    16 pages 
 
RF/6/20  Hilda Watts and Rusty Bernstein  [1993] 
    79 pages  
 
RF/6/21  Gavin Williams  [30 Mar 1987] 
  Transcript of an interview carried out by Annica van Gylswyk.  56 pages  
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RF/7 
    
Kate Carey interview transcripts 
 
 
Repository   GB 101 Institute of Commonwealth Studies   
Reference code    RF/7    
Dates of creation of material  5 Mar 1993     
Level of description  SubCollection    
Extent     2 items     
 
Archival history 
Presented to the Institute of Commonwealth Studies in 1993 by Gillian Slovo. 
 
Scope and content 
Printed copies of interviews carried out by Carey. 
 
Access conditions 
The written permission of the interviewee as well as the Chairman of the Ruth First 
Memorial Trust is required to access this material.  
 
Physical description 
Printed on paper. 
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RF/7/1  Ros de Lanerolle [nee Ainslie]  5 Mar 1993 
    18 pages 
 
RF/7/2  Mannie Brown  5 Mar 1993 
    5 pages 
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Abate, Alula  RF/1/15/4 
Abdel-Malek, Anwar see Malek, Anwar Abdel-   
Abdul, S  RF/4/1/2/10 
Adelman, M A  RF/2/21/13 
Ahmad, Barakat  RF/2/8/2/3 
Ainslie, Ros see Lanerolle, Rosalynde de   
Alexander, Ruth  RF/4/5 
Alier, Abel  RF/2/22/10 
Alier, Verena Martinez-  RF/2/26/4 
Allen, Christopher  RF/1/16/3, RF/2/30/4 
Allen, V L  RF/2/30/6 
Allende, Salvador  RF/2/27/3, RF/2/27/4 
Al-Nimiery, Jafar Muhammad see Nimiery, Jafar Muhammad al-   
Amin, Idi  RF/2/31/10 
Amin, Samir  RF/1/15/15, RF/2/7/5/2 
Arenstein, Rowley  RF/6/1 
Asmal, K  RF/1/15/20/12 
Bailey, Martin  RF/2/11/13 
Ballinger, Margaret  RF/4/1/2/1 
Banda, Hastings Kamuzu  RF/1/15/6 
Barrera, Manuel Cabieses  RF/2/29/4 
Baytelman, David  RF/4/3/3/2 
Beckman, Bjorn  RF/1/15/5, RF/2/7/5/5 
Bell, William S  RF/2/29/8 
Ben Bella, Ahmed  RF/1/6/2/2 
Bennoune, Mahfoud  RF/2/7/5/11 
Benson, Mary  RF/1/6/2/1, RF/1/18/2, RF/2/1/1, RF/2/1/7, RF/6/2 
Berman, Myrtle  RF/6/3 
Bernstein, Alice  RF/3/2, RF/5 
Bernstein, Hilda  RF/1/7/6/23, RF/2/34/7, RF/2/34/10 
Bernstein, Molly  RF/2/1/2 
Bernstein, Rusty  RF/6/20 
Beyleveld, Piet  RF/6/4 
Beynon, Huw  RF/4/4/4 
Bosgra, S J  RF/2/18/7, RF/2/18/8, RF/2/18/16 
Botha, Pieter Willem (P W)  RF/1/19/14 
Bozzoli, Belinda  RF/2/16/27 
Brass, Tom  RF/2/29/5 
Braun, Oscar  RF/2/25/2 
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Brett, Michael  RF/2/21/4 
Brockway, Fenner  RF/4/1/2/10 
Broglio, Chris de  RF/2/34/4 
Bromberger, Norman  RF/1/13/3 
Brown, H J  RF/2/9/11 
Brown, Mannie  RF/7/2 
Brown, Richard  RF/1/13/5 
Brutus, Dennis  RF/2/9/17 
Bryant, John  RF/1/15/5 
Bulegi, S A  RF/2/23/10 
Bunting, Brian  RF/1/4/1, RF/2/16/5, RF/6/5 
Burawoy, Michael  RF/2/11/1, RF/2/30/9 
Buthelezi, Mangosuthu Gatsha  RF/2/10/27 
Cabral, Amilcar  RF/2/18/1/1, RF/2/18/1/2, RF/2/18/1/3, RF/2/18/1/4 
RF/2/18/19 
Cachalia, Amina  RF/6/6 
Cachalia, Yusuf  RF/6/6 
Callinicos, Luli  RF/6/14 
Carey, Kate  RF/7 
Carneson, Fred  RF/6/7 
Carpenter, Edward  RF/1/7/6/14 
Carter, Gwendolen M  RF/2/30/2 
Carter, James Earl (Jimmy)  RF/2/19/32 
Castro, Fidel  RF/2/27/3 
Cervenka, Zdenek  RF/4/3/9 
Chaskelson, A  RF/2/32/7 
Chikerema, J R D  RF/2/19/1 
Christie, M J  RF/2/33/1 
Clarke, D G  RF/2/16/21, RF/2/16/24 
Clarke, Simon  RF/2/16/23 
Cliffe, Lionel  RF/1/15/2/4, RF/2/7, RF/2/19/31 
Clifton, Tony  RF/4/1/9 
Cohen, Barry  RF/2/19/32 
Cohen, Robin  RF/2/13/12, RF/2/30/13 
Coles, Jane  RF/2/13/12 
Collecott, Diana  RF/3/10, RF/3/11, RF/4/4/3 
Comaroff, John L  RF/2/16/10 
Cornwell, R  RF/2/13/5 
Coulson, A  RF/2/23/5 
Courtney, Winifred  RF/4/1/1/5 
Cronwright, Arthur Benoni  RF/5/9 
Cronwright, Samuel  RF/1/7/6/16 
Cunningham, Griffiths  RF/2/23/1 
Davico, Rosalba  RF/2/21/16 
Davidson, Basil  RF/2/18/4 
Davies, Robert H  RF/4/1/2/25 
Davis, Jennifer  RF/2/11/37 
De Broglio, Chris see Broglio, Chris de   
Dekker, L C G Douwes  RF/2/12/6 
Depelchin, Jacques  RF/1/15/18 
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Diop, Majhemout  RF/1/15/15 
Dolfuss, Engelbert  RF/1/10/2/4, RF/1/10/5, RF/1/10/4 
Dore, Elizabeth  RF/2/29/6 
Douwes Dekker L C G see Dekker, L C G Douwes   
Drake, St.Clair  RF/2/30/2 
Draper, Mary  RF/2/12/2 
Dube, John L  RF/1/15/1/14, RF/2/13/2 
Dubula, Sol  RF/2/10/15 
Duminy, Peter  RF/2/16/3 
Dyson, Rod  RF/2/31/12 
Ellis, Havelock  RF/1/7/6/2, RF/1/7/6/16 
Evans, Faith  RF/1/7/6/3 
Falk, Richard A  RF/2/10/23 
Farel, John  RF/2/22/22 
Fasulo, G  RF/2/10/29 
Findlay, George  RF/2/10/1 
First, Clarice  RF/1/3/5 
First, Heloise Ruth   RF 
First, Ronald  RF/6/8 
First, Tilly  RF/1/3/6, RF/2/1/9 
Fischer, Bram  RF/1/3/7, RF/1/19/8, RF/2/1/3, RF/2/1/6, 
RF/2/10/19, RF/2/32/7, RF/4/1/2/15, RF/4/1/2/18 
Fischer, Foszia  RF/2/16/28 
Flegg, Erica  RF/2/7 
Forjaz, Moira  RF/1/7/7 
Forman, Lionel  RF/2/16/32 
Forman, Sadie  RF/6/9 
Founou, T B  RF/2/13/4 
Franck, Hans Goran  RF/2/9/10 
Fransman, Martin  RF/2/13/25 
Gaddafi,  Colonel Muammar  RF/1/10/3/4, RF/1/10/6, RF/2/21/1, RF/2/21/8, 
RF/2/21/10, RF/2/21/12, RF/2/21/14, RF/2/21/15, 
RF/2/21/18, RF/2/21/19, RF/2/21/20 
Gaetswe, John  RF/2/12/8 
Ganyile, Anderson  RF/1/15/1/11, RF/2/9/3, RF/2/9/6, RF/2/9/9 
Garang, Joseph  RF/2/22/10, RF/2/22/14 
Gervasi, Sean  RF/2/1/3, RF/2/11/3, RF/2/12/4, RF/2/16/4, 
RF/2/16/17 
Gibson, Richard  RF/1/9/7, RF/2/19/9 
Gisselquist, David  RF/2/11/36 
Gjerstad, Ole  RF/2/18/25 
Goffman, Erving  RF/1/14/4/5 
Gold, Jack  RF/1/10/1/1, RF/1/10/1/2 
Good, Dorcas  RF/2/11/25 
Gordimer, Nadine  RF/1/7/6/23, RF/2/10/19 
Gott, Richard  RF/2/26/2 
Gottlieb, Manuel  RF/2/23/2 
Gqabi, Joe  RF/1/17/2/4 
Green, R H  RF/2/23/6 
Grennan, Dennis  RF/2/11/29 
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Gruber, Dr R  RF/2/16/31 
Gurney, Christabel  RF/1/7/5 
Gutkind, P  RF/1/8/3/2 
Gylswyk, Annica van  RF/1, RF/4/4 
Hall, Hon. C G  RF/2/17/1 
Hall, Richard  RF/4/1/1/4 
Halliday, Fred  RF/1/15/20/8 
Harmel, Michael  RF/1/4/2/1, RF/1/7/6/2 
Harvey, Charles  RF/2/11/4, RF/2/11/12 
Head, Judith  RF/1/14/8/1, RF/2/5/16  
Heerden, Auret Dennis van  RF/5/9 
Helleiner, G K  RF/4/3/3/3 
Helten, J J van  RF/2/13/21 
Henderson, Ian  RF/2/30/8 
Hepner, Miriam  RF/3/3 
Hepple, Alex  RF/2/34/2, RF/2/34/9 
Hermann, Gunther  RF/2/22/17 
Hermann, Inger  RF/2/22/17 
Heymann, Anne  RF/6/10 
Heymann, Issie  RF/6/10 
Hirson, Baruch  RF/2/13/9 
Hobsbawm, Eric  RF/1/8/2/2, RF/2/27/4, RF/2/29/3 
Hodgkin, Dorothy  RF/2/32/7 
Hodgkin, Thomas  RF/2/38/6 
Hodgson, Rica  RF/6/11 
Hoffmann, Georg  RF/2/9/12 
Hopkins, A G  RF/2/30/1 
Horner, J A  RF/2/12/5 
Horrell, Muriel  RF/2/12/2, RF/2/14/4, RF/2/14/5, RF/2/14/6 
Horwitz, Ralph  RF/1/13/3 
Huddleston, Trevor  RF/2/15/2 
Humphrey, John  RF/2/26/3 
Hutmacher, Barbara  RF/2/5/19 
Ibrahim, Farouk Mohammed  RF/1/9/5, RF/2/22/6 
Iliffe, John  RF/2/23/3 
Innes, Duncan  RF/2/7/5/6 
Isaacman, Allen  RF/2/16/25 
Jahn, Janheinz  RF/1/16/2/1, RF/1/16/2/2 
Jappie, Susan  RF/2/16/15 
Jeffries, Richard D  RF/1/15/5, RF/2/30/7 
Jenkins, Robin  RF/2/13/3, RF/2/18/10 
Joffe, Joel  RF/2/9/15 
Jonathon, Leabua  RF/2/8/6/1 
Jones, Mervyn  RF/2/34/8 
Joseph, Helen  RF/6/12 
Joy, Leonard  RF/2/25/2 
Kajumba, S Ndawula-  RF/4/3/10 
Kallaway, Peter  RF/2/16/22 
Kaplan, David E  RF/2/16/19 
Karis, Tom  RF/2/36/1 
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Kathrada, A M  RF/2/1/6 
Kaunda, Kenneth  RF/2/19/3, RF/2/19/21 
Kay, Christobal  RF/2/27/7 
Keegan, Tim  RF/2/13/22 
Kenyatta, Jomo  RF/1/6/3/1 
Khalifa, Ahmed M  RF/2/5/12 
King, Martin Luther  RF/4/1/1/1 
Kirk, Tony  RF/2/19/20 
Kleinschmidt, Horst  RF/5/10 
Kodesh, Wolfie  RF/6/13 
Kooy, Marcelle  RF/2/17/12 
Kotane, Moses  RF/2/2/5 
Kraus, Jon  RF/1/15/5 
Krimpen, C van  RF/2/18/7, RF/2/18/16 
Kubicek, Robert  RF/2/13/8 
Kuny, Hilary  RF/6/14 
Lacy, Leslie Alexander  RF/2/30/2 
Lanerolle, Rosalynde de  RF/2, RF/2/5/2/1, RF/2/12/10, RF/2/15/1, RF/3/9, 
RF/3/10, RF/3/11, RF/3/16/2, RF/3/19, 
RF/4/1/2/11, RF/4/1/2/21, RF/7/1 
Lawless, Richard I  RF/2/21/25 
Lawrence, Peter  RF/2/7 
Lawrie, Gordon  RF/4/1/1/2 
Lee, J M  RF/2/24/1 
Len Lee-Warden see Warden, Len Lee-   
Legassick, Martin  RF/1/15/1/10, RF/2/11/14, RF/2/11/17 
Lehmann, David  RF/2/27/1, RF/2/27/2, RF/2/27/5, RF/2/28/1 
Leiss, Amelia C  RF/2/36/2 
Letele, Arthur E  RF/1/4/5/1 
Lewin, Julius  RF/1/3/10, RF/2/1/2, RF/2/1/3, RF/2/1/6, RF/2/1/7, 
RF/2/10/2, RF/2/10/11, RF/2/17/1, RF/2/19/6 
Lewis, Jon  RF/2/13/23 
Leys, Roger  RF/2/5/1/6 
Luckham, Robin  RF/2/31/17 
Luthuli, Albert John  RF/1/17/2/13, RF/2/3/4, RF/4/1/2/8, RF/4/1/2/16 
Lyons, Roy  RF/2/7/5/10 
Machel, Samora  RF/1/10/3/5, RF/2/18/20, RF/2/18/22, RF/2/18/23 
Machingaidze, Victor  RF/2/16/20 
Machingura, Dzinashe  RF/2/19/2 
Mafeje, Archie  RF/2/7/5/7 
Magnusson, Ake  RF/2/10/28 
Maharaj, Mac  RF/2/1/3, RF/2/1/6, RF/2/1/7 
Makiwane, Elijah  RF/1/15/1/14, RF/2/16/29 
Malek, Anwar Abdel-  RF/1/15/3 
Mandela, Nelson  RF/1/6/2, RF/1/18/2, RF/2/8/6/3, RF/5/4 
Manghezi, Alpheus  RF/1/7/7, RF/2/5/2/4 
Marks, J B  RF/2/39/44 
Marks, Shula  RF/2/13/24 
Marquez, Gabriel Garcia  RF/2/27/4 
Marshall, Judith M  RF/2/20/3 
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Martinez-Alier see Alier, Verena Martinez-   
Marx, Karl  RF/1/14/4/5 
Mawby, A A  RF/2/13/6 
Maxey, Kees  RF/2/13/15 
Mbeki, Govan  RF/1/6/1, RF/2/1/2, RF/6/16 
Mbeki, M B  RF/2/13/10 
Mbeki, Thabo  RF/1/6/1/2, RF/2/7/8 
McCullin, Donald  RF/4/1/9 
McDermott, Anthony  RF/2/21/19 
McDermott, Robbie  RF/2/11/19 
Meer, Ismael  RF/6/17 
Mfeti, Pindile  RF/2/11/15 
Milner, Alfred  RF/1/15/1/14 
Minty, Abdul S  RF/2/15/2 
Mirsky, G  RF/2/31/2 
Mitchell, Hilary  RF/1/19/19 
Moerante, Moeletsie  RF/2/13/14 
Mohan, Jitendra  RF/2/7/5/4, RF/2/7/5/9, RF/4/1/6, RF/4/1/7 
Molteno, Robert  RF/2/33/2 
Moolman, Lucas Johannes  RF/2/3/8 
Moors, Peter  RF/2/17/8 
Morrell, James  RF/2/11/36 
Morton, Don  RF/2/11/22 
Moyo, J Z  RF/2/19/1 
Mthethwa, Alpheus  RF/2/11/15 
Mugabe, Robert  RF/2/19/4 
Munger, Edwin S  RF/2/10/9 
Murray, Colin  RF/2/5/13 
Murray, Robin  RF/1/15/4 
Murray, Roger  RF/2/17/10, RF/2/17/20, RF/2/17/21 
Myrdal, Gunnar  RF/1/14/4/5 
Nair, Billy  RF/2/9/11 
Nakasa, Nathaniel  RF/2/9/5 
Nasser, Gamal Abdel  RF/1/15/3 
Ndawula-Kajumba see Kajumba, S Ndawula-   
Ndonde, Emil C  RF/2/23/11 
Nilsson, Hillevi  RF/2/18/18 
Nimiery, Jafar Muhammad al-  RF/2/22/13, RF/2/22/20 
Nkoana, Matthew  RF/2/9/5, RF/2/10/22, RF/2/19/8 
Nkomo, Joshua  RF/2/19/4 
Nkosi, Lewis  RF/2/9/5 
Nun, Jose  RF/2/31/4 
Nxasana, Harold  RF/2/16/26, RF/2/16/28 
Nzo, Alfred  RF/1/17/2/6 
O'Meara, Dan  RF/2/13/27, RF/2/16/8 
Odinga, Oginga  RF/1/6/3, RF/1/15/9/2, RF/2/4 
Ogden, Eric  RF/1/7/5/1 
Palmberg, Maj  RF/2/11/6 
Palme, Olof  RF/1/13/1/3 
Papanek, G F  RF/2/20/1, RF/2/20/2 
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Parsons, Talcott  RF/1/15/20/1 
Paton, Alan  RF/1/7/6/2, RF/4/1/2/16 
Peace, Adrian  RF/2/30/10 
Pearson, Karl  RF/1/7/6/2 
Pelt, Adrian  RF/2/21/4 
Penvenne, Jeanne  RF/3/6 
Perlmutter, Amos  RF/2/31/6 
Peters, Emrys  RF/2/21/20 
Pevsner, Dieter  RF/2/1/1 
Pillay, Vella  RF/2/11/21 
Pinnock, Don  RF/3/3, RF/6 
Pityana, Nyameko  RF/2/5/19 
Pollitt, Brian  RF/2/28/2 
Purkis, A J  RF/2/13/26 
Quelke, Adrian  RF/2/12/9, RF/2/13/7 
Radford, Betty  RF/1/4/1 
Rahim, Muddathir Abdel  RF/2/22/3, RF/2/22/8 
Raikes, P L  RF/2/23/8 
Rantete, Johannes  RF/2/36/5 
Raphael, Adam  RF/2/12/7 
Reeves, Ambrose  RF/2/9/10, RF/4/1/2/7 
Rennie, J K  RF/2/13/20 
Resha, Robert M  RF/2/10/30 
Reynolds, Rex  RF/2/10/3 
Richardson, Peter  RF/2/13/11 
Riddell, Roger  RF/2/19/28 
Rimmer, Douglas  RF/2/30/3 
Rive, Richard  RF/1/7/6/2 
Roberts, Margaret  RF/2/14/2 
Robinson, Dorothy  RF/2/15/1, RF/4/1/2/11 
Rogers, Barbara  RF/2/11/20, RF/2/34/13, RF/4/3/9 
Rosenberg, David  RF/2/30/15 
Ross, Robert  RF/2/13/16 
Rostow, W W  RF/1/15/20/1 
Roxborough, Ian  RF/2/27/6 
Rubin, Leslie  RF/1/19/19, RF/4/1/2/16 
Rubin, Neville  RF/4/1/2/16 
Rubinstein, G  RF/2/7/5/2 
Rugege, Sam  RF/2/5/18 
Sader, A H  RF/2/3/5 
Salgado, Jorge  RF/2/27/9 
Sandbrook, Richard  RF/2/30/13 
Sathyamurthy, T V  RF/2/27/8 
Schechter, Daniel  RF/2/1/3, RF/2/1/7, RF/4/1/2/22 
Schreiner, Gottlob  RF/1/7/6/16 
Schreiner, Olive  RF/1/7/6, RF/1/10/4, RF/1/14/3, RF/4/5, RF/5/2 
Scott, Ann  RF/1/7/6 
Scott, C D  RF/2/29/7 
Scott, Michael  RF/2/2/4 
Seeger, Peter  RF/2/1/10 
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Segal, Ronald  RF/1/6/4, RF/1/7/3, RF/1/8/2/2, RF/1/13/1/1, 
RF/1/13/14, RF/2/1/1, RF/2/1/7, RF/3/1, RF/4/4/5 
Seidman, Ann  RF/1/15/2/3 
Selassie, Berekete  RF/2/1/3, RF/2/1/7 
Sentes, Ray  RF/2/25/4 
Seopa, Mamolatela  RF/2/9/1 
Shapiro, Harvey  RF/2/10/19 
Shaw, Joan  RF/2/22/23 
Siebert, Stanley  RF/2/12/9, RF/2/13/7 
Simon, Barney  RF/2/1/3, RF/6/18 
Sithole, Ndabaningi  RF/2/19/22 
Slovo | family  RF/1/2/4, RF/1/2/5, RF/1/19/1, RF/3/7, RF/5/6 
Slovo, Gillian  RF/1/2/7, RF/1/3/3, RF/2/1/5, RF/2/1/9, RF/3/8/2, 
RF/3/21 
Slovo, Joe  RF/1/2/8, RF/1/2/15, RF/1/3/1, RF/1/5/12, 
RF/1/13/4, RF/1/19/1, RF/2/1/5, RF/2/1/6, 
RF/2/1/9, RF/2/3, RF/2/19/6, RF/2/32/6, RF/3/8/2, 
RF/3/17, RF/5/7, RF/6/19 
Slovo, Robyn  RF/1/2/9, RF/1/2/10, RF/1/3/4, RF/2/1/5, RF/2/1/9  
Slovo, Shawn  RF/1/2/6, RF/2/1/5, RF/2/1/9, RF/3/7, RF/5/6 
Smirnov, G  RF/2/7/5/2,  
Smith, Ian  RF/1/10/3/3, RF/2/19/3 
Smith, Pamela Ann  RF/2/21/28 
Solodovnikov, V  RF/2/7/5/2 
Stavenhagen, Rodolfo  RF/2/25/1 
Steele, Jonathan  RF/1/7/5, RF/2/11/8 
Stoneman, Colin  RF/2/19/18 
Suliman, Seif  RF/2/22/6 
Suzman, Helen  RF/2/39/82 
Tambo, Oliver  RF/1/17/2/4, RF/1/17/2/13 
Tawney, Richard Henry  RF/1/14/4/5 
Taylor, Lewis  RF/2/29/2 
Teklu, Tesfaye  RF/1/15/4 
Themba, Can  RF/2/9/5 
Tiro, Abraham  RF/1/17/2/9 
Trapido, Stanley  RF/2/16/2 
Troup, Freda  RF/2/34/14 
Tshume, Albert  RF/2/31/13 
Turner, T  RF/2/7/6 
Turok, Ben  RF/2/13/15 
Tutashinda, N  RF/1/15/18 
Twaddle, Michael  RF/2/31/10 
Van Gylswyk, Annica van see Gylswyk, Annica van   
Van Heerden, Auret see Heerden, Auret Dennis van   
Van Helten, J J see Helten, J J van   
Van Krimpen, C see Krimpen, C van   
Vaughan, J W K  RF/2/38/2 
Verwoerd, Hendrik  RF/2/10/7 
Vigne, Randolph  RF/4/1/1/6 
Villa, Pancho  RF/1/10/2/3, RF/1/10/5 
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Vorster, Balthazar Johannes (John)  RF/1/2/2, RF/1/19/11, RF/2/3/7, RF/2/39/43, 
RF/2/39/81 
Wallerstein, Immanuel  RF/2/11/10 
Warden, Len Lee-  RF/6/15 
Waterman, Peter  RF/1/8/3/2, RF/2/30/5, RF/2/30/11, RF/2/30/14, 
RF/2/30/16, RF/2/30/17 
Watts, Hilda  RF/6/20 
Weber, Max  RF/1/14/4/5 
Webster, David  RF/2/5/5 
Webster, E C  RF/2/16/30 
Webster, Maureen  RF/2/18/1/1 
Weeks, John  RF/2/29/6 
Weinberg, Eli  RF/2/2/11 
Wells, John  RF/2/26/1 
Wenger, Suzanne  RF/2/38/2 
Wield, Dave  RF/1/14/7/2, RF/2/19/6, RF/2/5 
Wilkinson, Anthony R  RF/2/19/15 
Williams, Cecil  RF/1/4/2/1 
Williams, Gavin  RF/1/1/5, RF/1/3/8, RF/1/7/7/5, RF/1/7/7/7, 
RF/1/13/14, RF/2/1/7, RF/2/5/2/1, RF/2/7, 
RF/2/23/9, RF/3/3, RF/3/4, RF/3/5, RF/3/9, 
RF/3/11, RF/3/20, RF/4/4/1, RF/6/21 
Williams, K H  RF/2/16/7 
Williams, Michael  RF/2/11/25, RF/2/16/16 
Witbooi, Hendrik Samuel  RF/2/17/6 
Woddis, Jack  RF/2/4/4 
Wolpe, Ann Marie  RF/1/13/5, RF/4/4/2 
Wolpe, Harold  RF/1/13/3, RF/1/15/1/3, RF/4/4/6 
Wright, John  RF/2/13/19 
Wuyts, Mark  RF/1/14/7/2, RF/2/5 
Yaffe, David  RF/2/11/25 
Young, M Crawford  RF/2/16/1 
Zein, Omar El  RF/2/22/6 
Zolberg, Aristide R  RF/2/31/5 
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INDEX OF PLACES 
 
 
The places in this index have been grouped under the relevant country, so users 
searching for Cairo, for example, should look under Egypt, Cairo. Readers 
should also be aware that with material of this kind it is often difficult to list all 
appropriate locations for each individual item, so a degree of caution is required 
when using this index. 
 
 
Algeria     RF/1/5/15,  RF/1/6/2/2,  RF/1/15/7 
 
Angola   RF/1/15/8, RF/2/18, RF/2/19/16, 
RF/2/19/23, RF/2/39/77, RF/4/1/12, 
RF/4/1/13 
Luanda    RF/1/3/1/3 
 
Anguilla         RF/4/2/21 
 
Argentina      RF/1/13/8,  RF/2/25/2 
 
Bangladesh      RF/1/13/11,  RF/2/31/7   
 
Basutoland see Lesotho 
 
Bechuanaland see Botswana 
 
Belgium 
Brussels     RF/1/13/2,  RF/2/17/11,  RF/2/39/89 
 
Botswana  RF/1/4/1/3, RF/1/13/9/4, RF/1/13/9/5, 
RF/1/19/6, RF/2/38/1, RF/4/2/10 
 
Bolivia       RF/1/13/11 
 
Brazil       RF/1/15/20/2,  RF/2/26 
Sao  Paulo     RF/2/26/2 
 
British Guiana see Guyana 
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Canada 
Ottawa 
Carleton University    RF/2/7/8 
Toronto    RF/2/32/11 
Toronto, University of  RF/2/17/14, RF/2/30/12 
 
Cape  Verde      RF/2/18 
 
Chile       RF/1/13/8,  RF/2/27 
 
China RF/1/14/4/6/13,  RF/2/13/11     
  
Congo         RF/1/15/20/2 
 
Congo, Democratic Republic of    RF/1/15/18, RF/2/16/1 
 
C u b a          R F / 2 / 2 8   
  
Cyprus       RF/4/2/1 
 
Denmark      RF/1/12/2,  RF/4/3/6 
Copenhagen     RF/1/13/10 
 
Dominica        RF/4/2/21 
 
Egypt       RF/1/3/4,  RF/1/10/3/4,  RF/1/15/3 
 Cairo      RF/2/31/3 
Bertrand Russell Institute   RF/1/15/3 
   for Advanced Political Studies  
 
Ethiopia      RF/1/5/15,  RF/1/15/4 
 
Fiji         RF/4/2/18 
 
Finland 
Helsinki     RF/1/13/7   
 
France         RF/2/11/35,  RF/2/13/8 
Paris        RF/2/21/16   
 
Gambia        RF/4/2/16 
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Germany        RF/2/17/7,  RF/4/1/2/12 
Bonn      RF/2/39/60 
 
Ghana   RF/1/13/8 RF/1/15/5, RF/1/15/20/2, 
RF/1/16/1, RF/2/1/5, RF/2/20, 
RF/2/30/7, RF/2/39/47, RF/4/1/6 
  
Gibraltar        RF/4/2/17   
  
Grenada        RF/4/2/21 
 
Guinea RF/2/19/13,   
  
Guinea Bissau         RF/2/18, RF/4/1/12, RF/4/1/13 
 
Guyana   RF/4/2/2, RF/4/2/8, RF/4/2/11, 
RF/4/2/14, RF/4/2/15, RF/4/2/20 
 
Indonesia        RF/2/31/9 
 
Ireland 
Dublin      RF/2/39/16,  RF/2/39/43 
 
Italy 
Rome      RF/1/13/14,  RF/2/39/79 
 
Ivory  Coast        RF/2/19/13 
 
Kenya       RF/1/6/3,  RF/1/15/9,  RF/2/4,  RF/2/23/2 
Nairobi       RF/2/23/2 
 
Lesotho   RF/1/13/9/5, RF/1/19/6, RF/2/2/6, 
RF/2/5/13, RF/2/12/1, RF/4/2/9 
Maseru       RF/2/8/6 
 
Libya  RF/1/5/8, RF/1/5/11, RF/1/7/4, RF/1/9/6, 
RF/1/10/3/4, RF/1/10/6, RF/1/14/4/6/4, 
RF/2/1/5, RF/2/21, RF/2/36/3 
Benghazi, University of     RF/2/21/25 
Tripoli      RF/2/21/18 
 
Malawi     RF/1/15/1/4,  RF/1/15/6 
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Malta   RF/4/2/5, RF/4/2/12 
 
Mauretania   RF/2/7/5/11 
  
Mauritius   RF/4/2/19   
  
Morocco   RF/1/13/11 
 
Mozambique  RF/1/2/11, RF/1/7/7, RF/1/10/3/3, 
RF/1/10/3/5, RF/1/13/9/5, RF/13/10, 
RF/1/15/10, RF/1/15/20/14, RF/2/16/25, 
RF/2/18, RF/2/19/16, RF/2/39/30, 
RF/2/39/50, RF/2/39/62, RF/3/16, 
RF/4/1/12, RF/4/1/13 
Inhambane     RF/2/5/1/11 
Maputo       RF/1/3/1/3 
  University Eduardo     RF/1/2/17, RF/1/14/7, RF/2/5, RF/3/17 
   Mondlane       
Nampula       RF/1/14/7/9 
Niassa       RF/2/18/2/1 
 
Namibia  RF/1/5/7, RF/1/6/4, RF/1/7/1, RF/1/13/1, 
RF/1/13/2, RF/1/13/6/2, RF/1/13/8, 
RF/1/14/7/8, RF/1/14/7/9, RF/1/15/13, 
RF/2/8/1/1, RF/2/8/1/3, RF/2/8/2/2, 
RF/2/8/3/1, RF/2/8/6, RF/2/17, 
RF/2/32/4, RF/2/34/15, RF/2/39/1, 
RF/2/39/2, RF/2/39/4, RF/2/39/9, 
RF/2/39/13, RF/2/39/24, RF/2/39/37, 
RF/2/39/46, RF/2/39/70, RF/4/1/1, 
RF/4/1/11, RF/5/4 
Caprivi  Strip    RF/1/7/1/5 
Ovamboland    RF/1/7/1/5,  RF/2/17/15 
Windhoek    RF/2/17/1 
 
Netherlands 
Amsterdam, University of    RF/1/6/1/4 
Hague,  The       RF/1/13/8 
Leiden      RF/2/39/56,  RF/2/39/57,  RF/4/3/10   
Netherlands Institute for     RF/1/14/5 
Advanced Study (NIAS)     
Nijmegen     RF/2/39/15 
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Nigeria   RF/1/3/4 RF/1/15/10, RF/1/15/20/9, 
RF/2/7/6, RF/2/11/33, RF/2/11/34, 
RF/2/23/9 
Lagos  RF/2/30/1, RF/2/30/10, RF/2/30/11, 
RF/2/30/14, RF/2/30/16 
 
Norway      RF/3/1,  RF/4/1/2/8     
Oslo      RF/2/39/61,  RF/2/39/63,  RF/4/3/9 
 
Pakistan   RF/1/13/8, RF/2/31/7 
  
Papua  New  Guinea     RF/4/1/9 
  
Paraguay       RF/1/10/6 
 
Peru       RF/1/13/8,  RF/1/13/11,  RF/2/29 
  
Portugal  RF/2/5/3, RF/2/18, RF/2/34/5, 
RF/2/39/39, RF/2/39/71, RF/2/39/72 
 
Rhodesia see Zimbabwe 
 
R u s s i a          R F / 1 / 1 3 / 8  
Moscow     RF/2/39/6 
 
St.Kitts and Nevis         RF/4/2/21 
  




Senegal       RF/1/15/15   
  
Sierra  Leone     RF/4/1/6,  RF/4/1/8 
  
Singapore     RF/1/13/8 
 
Somalia     RF/2/19/13   
  
South  Africa     RF 
 Alexandra    RF/2/32/4 
Benoni     RF/2/12/6 
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Bethal  RF/1/4/1/4, RF/2/2/2, RF/2/2/3, 
RF/2/32/4, RF/5/4 
Cape Colony      RF/1/7/6/14, RF/2/13/16, RF/2/13/26 
Cape Town  RF/1/4/1, RF/1/4/2, RF/1/4/3, RF/1/4/4, 
RF/1/4/5, RF/1/4/6, RF/1/7/6/8, 
RF/1/18/1 
J W Jagger Library   RF/1/7/6/8 
South Africa Library  RF/1/7/6/8 
  Robben Island   RF/2/9/11, RF/2/9/16, RF/2/9/17 
Cradock Public Library  RF/1/7/6/8 
Durban      RF/2/16/30 
Griqualand West    RF/2/16/22 
Harrismith    RF/1/4/1/2 
Johannesburg  RF/1/3/1, RF/1/4/1, RF/1/4/1/3, 
RF/1/4/1/4, RF/1/4/1/5, RF/1/4/2, 
RF/1/4/3, RF/1/4/4, RF/1/4/5, RF/1/4/6, 
RF/1/4/7 
Witwatersrand Uni.   RF/1/2/1, RF/1/4/1/3, RF/1/19/18, 
RF/2/5/5,  
 RF/3/3 
Kimberley    RF/1/4/5/1 
King William's Town   RF/2/32/6 
Ladysmith    RF/2/3/5 
Mazista   RF/2/2/4 
Moroka   RF/2/32/4 
Natal     RF/2/13/2,  RF/2/13/24  
Natal, University of   RF/1/15/1/4 
Orange River Colony   RF/2/13/22 
Orlando    RF/1/4/1/3 
Pondoland    RF/2/9/7 
Port  Elizabeth    RF/1/4/3/1 
Pretoria   RF/1/3/1,  RF/4/1/2/18 
Rhodes University Library  RF/1/7/6/8, RF/3/3 
Transkei      RF/1/6/1/2, RF/1/19/6, RF/2/13/17  
Transvaal    RF/1/4/3/1,  RF/2/13/11 
Morsgat    RF/1/19/9 
 
South West Africa see Namibia 
  
South Yemen see Yemen 
  
Southern Rhodesia see Zimbabwe 
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Soviet Union see Russia 
 
Sudan   RF/1/3/4, RF/1/9/5, RF/1/15/15, 
RF/1/15/20/15, RF/2/7/5/12, RF/2/22, 
RF/2/31/8, RF/2/39/32 
Khartoum, University of     RF/2/22/8 
 
Swaziland  RF/1/13/9/5, RF/1/15/1/4, RF/1/19/6, 
RF/2/13/25, RF/4/2/6 
    
Sweden  RF/1/5/6, RF/1/14/7/1, RF/2/11/7, 
RF/2/11/9, RF/2/18/18 
Gothenburg     RF/1/12/1 
Stockholm     RF/1/12/1,  RF/2/39/14 
Uppsala     RF/1/12/1,  RF/4/3/8 
 
Switzerland      RF/2/39/86 
Geneva    RF/1/13/6,  RF/2/17/21,  RF/2/25/4 
 
Tanganyika see Tanzania 
  
Tanzania  RF/1/5/2, RF/1/5/10, RF/1/10/2/5, 
RF/1/13/11, RF/1/14/4/6/8, 
RF/1/14/4/6/12, RF/1/14/7/9, 
RF/1/15/14, RF/2/19/13, RF/2/22/16, 
RF/2/23, RF/2/23/10, RF/2/23/11, 
RF/2/39/83, RF/4/3/10 
Dar es Salaam   RF/1/3/1/3, RF/2/16/9, RF/2/16/12, 
RF/2/23/1  
Dar es Salaam, University of RF/1/3/1/6, RF/1/14/6, RF/1/15/14/2, 
RF/1/15/20/7, RF/2/6/2 
Morogoro     RF/2/23/10,  RF/2/23/11 
 
Turkey       RF/1/14/4/1   
  
Uganda  RF/1/10/3/1, RF/1/15/17, RF/2/31/10, 
RF/4/2/3  
Kampala       RF/2/24   
 
United Kingdom   RF/1/15/1/7, RF/2/13/8, RF/2/13/21, 
RF/2/19/26, RF/2/19/27  
Aberdeen     RF/1/13/5 
Belfast      RF/2/39/38 
Birmingham     RF/2/39/58 
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Cambridge     RF/2/39/18,  RF/2/39/85   
Cumbria     RF/2/39/88 
Durham     RF/2/39/55,  RF/2/39/73   
Durham, University of  RF/1/3/4, RF/1/3/1/6, RF/1/3/1/7, 
RF/1/14/4, RF/1/14/8/1, RF/2/6/1, 
RF/2/11/2, RF/2/16/8, RF/2/39/83, 
RF/3/4, RF/3/10, RF/3/14  
East Anglia, University of     RF/1/15/20/7 
Essex, University of      RF/2/29/5 
Exeter      RF/2/39/23 
Keele      RF/2/39/51 
Kent, University of       RF/2/13/3 
Leeds      RF/2/39/17,  RF/2/39/45,  RF/2/39/84 
Letchworth, St.Christopher's School  RF/1/2/6 
London  RF/1/3/1/3, RF/1/3/1/7, RF/2/12/4, 
RF/2/39/6, RF/2/39/7, RF/2/39/10, 
RF/2/39/34, RF/3/5, RF/3/13, RF/4/1/2/7 
London Library     RF/1/7/6/8 
London School of     RF/1/14/1/1, RF/1/14/1/3, RF/2/13/7, 
Economics      RF/2/39/54 
London,University of   RF/1/3/12, RF/1/14/1/2 
Centre of International and Area Studies 
   RF/2/13/17, RF/2/28/2, RF/2/29/8 
Institute of Commonwealth Studies 
RF/2/5/16, RF/2/13/5, RF/2/13/6, 
RF/2/13/8, RF/2/13/9, RF/2/13/11, 
RF/2/13/14, RF/2/13/16, RF/2/13/19, 
RF/2/13/20, RF/2/13/21, RF/2/13/22, 
RF/2/13/23, RF/2/13/24, RF/2/13/25, 
RF/2/16/2, RF/2/16/10, RF/2/16/15, 
RF/2/16/20, RF/2/23/3, RF/2/30/7, 
RF/2/30/8, RF/2/31/8, RF/2/38/5 
School of Oriental and African Studies 
  RF/2/13/9, RF/2/16/14, RF/2/31/10 
Royal Institute of International Affairs 
     RF/2/16/3, RF/2/16/31, RF/2/39/76 
 
Manchester  RF/1/13/4, RF/2/39/30, RF/2/39/40, 
RF/2/39/53  
Manchester, Uni. of    RF/1/14/2 
Margate     RF/2/39/50 
Nottingham     RF/2/39/36 
Reading     RF/2/39/26 
Rochdale     RF/2/39/69 
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Sheffield, University of    RF/2/30/12 
Sussex      RF/2/39/20,  RF/2/39/35 
Brighton      RF/2/39/28,  RF/2/39/72 
Sussex, University of    RF/1/13/11, RF/2/16/19, RF/2/23/6 
Swansea     RF/2/39/25 
Warwick, University of    RF/1/14/4/3 
York      RF/1/13/3,  RF/1/15/1/16,  RF/2/39/22 
 
United States  RF/1/12/3, RF/2/10/24, RF/2/16/17, 
RF/2/19/32, RF/2/25/5, RF/2/39/62, 
RF/2/39/63 
Boston, University of     RF/3/6 
Denver      RF/2/39/70 
Denver, University of   RF/2/32/9 
Houston     RF/2/31/14 
Radcliffe  Institute    RF/1/14/3 
Texas, University of      RF/1/7/6/16 
 
Uruguay      RF/2/25/3 
  
Venezuela        RF/2/25/4 
  
Vietnam        RF/1/13/11,  RF/2/38/6 
  
Y e m e n        R F / 1 / 5 / 1 1  
Aden        RF/4/2/4,  RF/4/2/13   
  
Zaire see Congo, Democratic Republic of 
  
Zambia        RF/1/15/1/7,  RF/1/15/19,  RF/2/19/3,   
Lusaka      RF/2/19/23,  RF/1/3/1/3,  RF/1/13/9, 
     RF/2/13/12,  RF/2/16/21   
  
Zanzibar        RF/4/2/7 
  
Zimbabwe  RF/1/2/17,  RF/1/10/3/3, RF/1/13/6/2, 
RF/1/14/7/9, RF/1/15/12, RF/2/8/1/1, 
RF/2/8/1/3, RF/2/13/20, RF/2/16/13, 
RF/2/16/20, RF/2/16/25, RF/2/19, 
RF/2/19/22, RF/2/32/12, RF/2/34/6, 
RF/2/34/8, RF/2/34/15, RF/2/39/49, 
RF/2/39/50 
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS 
 
Readers using this subject index should note that items in the catalogue have 
generally not been indexed individually. The entries here refer to the main 
themes within the series of records whose reference is quoted, but the list is by no 
means exhaustive, so caution is required. 
 
The UNESCO thesaurus has been used to generate most indexing terms. These 
are indicated by a U in the second column, with non-UNESCO terms having ICS 
in the second column. 
 
 
Africa Bureau  ICS  RF/2/33 
    
African National Congress (ANC)  ICS  RF/1/17/2, RF/2/3, RF/2/10, RF/2/32 
    
Agricultural workers  U  RF/2/2, RF/2/14, RF/2/32 
    
Agriculture  U  RF/1/14/7, RF/1/15/12, RF/2/23, RF/2/29 
    
Anti-Apartheid Movement  ICS  RF/1/19, RF/2/11, RF/2/12, RF/2/15 
    
Apartheid  U  RF/1/3/1, RF/1/4, RF/1/6/1, RF/1/6/2, 
RF/1/7/5, RF/1/10/2, RF/1/13, RF/1/15/1, 
RF/1/19, RF/2/3, RF/2/8, RF/2/9, RF/2/10, 
RF/2/11, RF/2/13, RF/2/15, RF/2/34, RF/2/36, 
RF/2/39, RF/4/1/2 
    
Bantustans  ICS  RF/1/4, RF/1/6/1, RF/1/15/1, RF/2/8, RF/2/10, 
RF/2/34, RF/4/1/2 
    
Bibliographies U  RF/1/1,  RF/1/16 
    
Biographies U  RF/1/1 
    
Broadcasting  U  RF/1/7/6, RF/1/10, RF/2/1 
    
Bureau of State Security (BOSS)  ICS  RF/1/19, RF/2/34 
    
Capitalism  U  RF/1/14/4, RF/1/14/7, RF/1/15/1, RF/1/15/2, 
RF/2/13, RF/2/26, RF/4/3/3 
    
Colonialism U  RF/1/13,  RF/1/5,  RF/1/6/3, RF/1/14/7, RF/1/15, 
RF/2/4, RF/2/13, RF/2/17, RF/2/18, RF/2/34, 
RF/2/39 
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Communism  U  RF/1/4, RF/2/10, RF/2/22, RF/4/1/4 
    
Conferences  U  RF/1/6/4, RF/1/11, RF/1/13, RF/2/1, RF/4/3/3 
    
Coups d'etat  ICS  RF/1/7/3, RF/1/7/4, RF/1/10/3, RF/2/21, 
RF/2/22, RF/2/27, RF/2/31 
    
Detention  ICS  RF/1/2, RF/1/3/1, RF/1/7/2, RF/1/10/1, 
RF/1/18, RF/1/19, RF/2/3, RF/2/39 
    
Economic systems  U  RF/1/13, RF/1/14/7, RF/1/15/2, 
RF/1/15/11,RF/1/15/13, RF/1/15/14, 
RF/1/15/20, RF/1/16, RF/2/6 
    
Economics  U  RF/1/14/6, RF/1/15, RF/2/5, RF/2/7, RF/2/11, 
RF/2/12, RF/2/13, RF/2/16, RF/2/25, RF/2/36, 
RF/4/3/3 
    
Editing  U  RF/1/4, RF/1/6, RF/1/9 
    
Education  U  RF/1/2, RF/2/37, RF/4/1/2, RF/4/1/3, RF/4/3/1, 
RF/4/3/2 
    
Finance U  RF/1/2 
    
FRELIMO (Mozambique 
Liberation Front) 
ICS RF/1/15/10,  RF/2/18 
    
Gender roles  U  RF/1/7/6, RF/1/13, RF/1/14/4 
    
Guerilla activities  U  RF/2/38 
    
Imperialism  U  RF/1/14/4, RF/2/7, RF/2/13 
    
Industrialisation  U  RF/1/14/4, RF/1/15/1, RF/2/6 
    
Industry  U  RF/1/15/12, RF/2/11, RF/2/12 
    
International Defence and Aid 
Fund 
ICS RF/2/34 
    
International relations  U  RF/1/15/13, RF/1/19 
International trade  U  RF/2/11 
    
Investment  U  RF/1/5, RF/1/7/5, RF/1/15/1, RF/1/15/2, 
RF/2/11, RF/2/13, RF/2/39, RF/4/1/1, RF/4/1/2 
    
Journalism  U  RF/1/4, RF/1/5, RF/1/9, RF/2/2, RF/2/32 
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Labour  U  RF/1/4, RF/1/7/7, RF/1/15, RF/1/19, RF/1/14/7, 
RF/1/15/1, RF/1/15/11, RF/1/15/12, RF/2/5, 
RF/2/11, RF/2/12, RF/2/13, RF/2/14, RF/2/16, 
RF/2/17, RF/2/30, RF/2/32, RF/4/1/2 
    
Labour disputes  U  RF/1/4, RF/1/7/1, RF/1/13 
    
Labour Movement  ICS  RF/2/11 
    
Land reform  U  RF/2/27 
    
Land use  U  RF/2/24 
    
Law enforcement  U  RF/1/4, RF/1/15/13, RF/1/19, RF/2/2, RF/2/8, 
RF/2/9, RF/2/10, RF/4/1/3 
    
Lectures  U  RF/1/12, RF/1/14, RF/2/6 
    
Liberation movements  U  RF/1/6/3, RF/1/8/1, RF/1/10/2, RF/1/15/2, 
RF/2/4, RF/2/17, RF/2/18, RF/2/19, RF/2/35 
    
Marxism  U  RF/1/10/3, RF/1/14/4, RF/2/6 
    
Migrant workers  U  RF/1/7/7, RF/1/13, RF/1/15/1, RF/1/15/20, 
RF/2/5, RF/2/16, RF/3/16, RF/4/1/2 
    
Militarism U  RF/1/10/3,  RF/2/31 
    
Mining  U  RF/1/7/7, RF/1/14/7, RF/1/15/1, RF/2/2, 
RF/2/5, RF/2/11, RF/2/12, RF/2/13, RF/2/30, 
RF/3/16  
    
Motor vehicles  U  RF/1/2 
    
MPLA: Movimento Popular da 
Libertacao de Angola 
ICS RF/2/18 
    
Nationality U  RF/1/2 
    
Neocolonialism U  RF/2/16,  RF/2/19 
    
Obituaries ICS  RF/1/1 
    
PAIGC (African Party for the 
Independence of Guinea and Cape 
Verde) 
ICS RF/2/18 
    
Pass laws  ICS  RF/1/4, RF/2/3, RF/2/10 
    
Peasantry  U  RF/1/6/1, RF/1/7/7, RF/1/14/4, RF/1/14/7, 
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RF/2/5, RF/2/23, RF/2/27, RF/2/28, RF/2/29, 
RF/3/16 
    
Periodicals U  RF/1/5,  RF/2/7 
    
Personal business  ICS  RF/1/2, RF/1/3 
    
Petroleum industry  U  RF/1/5 
    
Political movements  U  RF/1/17 
    
Political prisoners  U  RF/1/15/13, RF/1/18, RF/2/9 
    
Prisons  U  RF/2/8, RF/2/9, RF/2/10, RF/4/1/4 
    
Protest movements  U  RF/1/19, RF/2/9, RF/2/30, RF/2/32, RF/2/39 
    
Public speaking  U  RF/2/39 
    
Research  U  RF/1/6, RF/1/9, RF/2/1, RF/2/5 
    
Revolutions U  RF/2/28,  RF/2/29 
    
Rivonia trial  ICS  RF/1/6/2, RF/1/18, RF/1/19, RF/2/1 
    
Seminars U  RF/1/11,  RF/1/13 
    
Social conflicts  U  RF/2/7 
    
Social history  U  RF/1/14/4 
    
Social security  U  RF/1/2 
    
Social structure  U  RF/1/5, RF/1/15/1, RF/1/15/2, RF/2/13, 
RF/2/29 
Socialism  U  RF/1/5, RF/1/10/2, RF/1/15/14, RF/1/15/20, 
RF/2/6, RF/2/23, RF/2/27 
    
Sociology  U  RF/1/14/4, RF/1/15/20, RF/2/6 
    
South African Communist Party  ICS  RF/1/4, RF/2/32 
    
South African Congress of Trade 
Unions (SACTU) 
ICS RF/2/12 
    
South African Institute of Race 
Relations 
ICS RF/2/14 
    
South West African People’s 
Organisation (SWAPO) 
ICS  RF/1/7/1, RF/2/17, RF/2/18, RF/4/1/1, 
RF/1/15/13 
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Student unrest  U  RF/1/10/2, RF/1/17/2, RF/2/38 
    
Trade unions  U  RF/1/4, RF/1/15/1, RF/1/15/2, RF/1/15/11, 
RF/2/4, RF/2/8, RF/2/12, RF/2/14, RF/2/16, 
RF/2/30 
    
Transnational corporations  U  RF/2/16 
    
Tutoring U  RF/1/14,  RF/2/6 
    
UNESCO U  RF/1/9 
    
United Nations  ICS  RF/1/15/13, RF/2/8 
    
Universities U  RF/1/14,  RF/2/6 
    
Urban development  U  RF/2/24 
    
Women  U  RF/1/13, RF/1/15/1, RF/2/34 
    
Working conditions  U  RF/1/4, RF/2/12, RF/2/30 
    
Writing  U  RF/1/5, RF/1/7, RF/1/8, RF/1/16, RF/2/1 
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